Maintenance inhaler preference, attribute importance, and satisfaction in prescribing physicians and patients with asthma, COPD, or asthma–COPD overlap syndrome consulting for routine care
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Background: In respiratory disorders, patient- and physician-perceived satisfaction with the maintenance inhaler device is an important factor driving treatment compliance and outcomes. We examine inhaler preferences in asthma and COPD from patient and physician perspectives, particularly focusing on the relative importance of individual device attributes and patient characteristics guiding inhaler choice.

Materials and methods: Real-world data from >7,300 patients with asthma, COPD, or asthma–COPD overlap syndrome (ACOS) consulting for routine care were derived from respiratory Disease Specific Programs conducted in Europe, USA, Japan, and China. Outcome variables included current pattern of inhaled maintenance therapy and device type, physician preference, patient-reported device attribute importance, and satisfaction.

Results: The most commonly prescribed inhalers for maintenance therapy of asthma, COPD, and ACOS were dry powder inhalers (62.8%–88.5% of patients) and pressurized metered dose inhalers (18.9%–35.3% of patients). One-third of physicians stated no preference for maintenance device when prescribing treatment, and less than one-third of patients reported being “extremely satisfied” with any attribute of their device. Instructions being “simple and easy to follow” was the inhaler attribute most commonly selected as important. For approximately one-third of patients across all groups, “ease of use/suitability of inhaler device” was a reason for the prescribing decision, as stated by the physician. Device characteristics were more likely to impact the prescribing decision in older patients (in asthma and COPD; P<0.01) and those with worse disease severity (in COPD; P<0.001).

Conclusion: A relatively high proportion of physicians had no preference for inhaler type across asthma, COPD, and ACOS. Simplicity of use was the most important inhaler attribute from a patient’s perspective. Physicians appeared to place most importance on ease of use and device suitability when selecting inhalers for older patients and those with more severe disease, particularly in COPD.
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Introduction

Inhaled medications form the mainstay of maintenance treatment in patients with asthma and COPD, both in terms of symptom control and exacerbation risk reduction.
For patients with asthma, regular treatment with a low dose of inhaled corticosteroid (ICS), with or without a bronchodilator (long-acting β2-agonist [LABA] and/or long-acting muscarinic antagonist [LAMA]), has been shown to reduce symptoms and exacerbations, improve lung function, and enhance quality of life. Similar benefits are observed following inhaled maintenance treatment for COPD, although the magnitude of the effect on lung function may not be as large as for asthma.

Typically, the choice of therapeutic agent and delivery platform will fall to the prescribing physician. An ever-increasing number of inhaled delivery options currently exists for respiratory medicines, including variations of pressurized metered dose inhalers (pMDIs), dry powder inhalers (DPIs), breath-actuated MDIs (baMDIs), and a soft mist inhaler (SMI). The choice of inhaler has an important bearing on the outcome of any treatment regimen, given that poor inhaler technique has been associated with suboptimal drug delivery, increased adverse events and, consequently, poor adherence and/or impaired disease control. It is, therefore, important to tailor the selection of the inhaler device to the individual patient, taking into account their needs, functional ability, and the complexity of the medication regimen. A study investigating inhaler preference, acceptability, and usability of different inhalers, including a single-dose inhaler and multi-dose inhalers, found that patients were quicker to learn how to correctly use multi-dose devices, which required fewer maneuvers prior to actuation. Availability and the cost of the inhaler device will also factor into any treatment decision.

Certain patient characteristics can guide the choice of inhaler device. For example, in COPD, the selection of a device that is not breath-actuated (eg, pMDI, SMI) may be preferable to a DPI in patients with poor lung function parameters (ie, forced expiratory volume in 1 second [FEV1] and forced vital capacity) and a consequent reduced ability to inhale efficiently; particularly, elderly patients. Similarly, some groups of patients may be more suited to certain devices than others. For example, elderly patients with arthritis, muscle weakness, or impaired vision may encounter difficulties with large or bulky inhalers, or may be confused by complex medication regimens requiring multiple devices. Young children tend to show a preference for medium–high resistance inhalers that are easy to handle and have an oblong mouthpiece. It is the responsibility of the physician to ensure that patients are competent in the use of their inhaler and that they understand the importance of good inhaler technique. Provision of training to physicians themselves can help to improve inhalation technique in their patients.

Patient-perceived satisfaction with their maintenance inhaler device is an important factor for driving treatment compliance in COPD, with inhaler satisfaction closely linked to improved health status. Indeed, health care professionals cite patient satisfaction as one of the most important attributes of an inhaler. It follows that the identification of specific inhaler features of particular importance to the patient could help to improve adherence and, ultimately, disease control. Previous studies have identified durability, ergonomics, and ease of use as important inhaler characteristics.

In this cross-sectional analysis of data derived from the respiratory Disease Specific Program (DSP), we examine inhaler preferences in asthma and COPD, from both a patient’s and a physician’s perspective, with a particular focus on the relative importance of individual device attributes and patient characteristics guiding inhaler choice.

### Materials and methods

The respiratory DSP is a cross-sectional survey of patients with asthma, COPD, or asthma–COPD overlap syndrome (ACOS) consulting for routine care, conducted in the USA, Europe (France, Germany, Italy, Spain, UK), Japan, and China. It is designed to provide impartial observations of real-world clinical practice from a physician’s and a matched-patient’s perspective, with a view to improving standards of care. Quantitative and qualitative patient and physician data together provide an accurate snapshot of the perception of a particular disease within a real-world setting, without preselection of patients. The survey can be viewed as four discrete stages. In Stage A, primary care and specialist physicians are screened and recruited with a view to obtaining nationally representative samples. This is followed by individual face-to-face interviews with the physician (Stage B). Stage C is the prospective completion of patient record forms by the physician for the next five consecutive patients with asthma and the next five patients with COPD (including ACOS). Finally, in Stage D patients fill out a self-completion record, with no influence or input from a health care professional. The respiratory DSPs were conducted in the fourth quarter of 2013 in France, Germany, Italy, Spain, UK, and the USA; the fourth quarter of 2012 in Japan (patient record form data only); and the fourth quarter of 2010 in China (specialists only).

### Study populations

**Patients and physicians**

The patient population comprised three groups: asthma-only (patients >12 years of age with a physician-confirmed...
diagnosis of asthma), COPD-only (patients >40 years of age with confirmed airflow obstruction and a diagnosis of COPD that included emphysema and chronic bronchitis), and patients with ACOS who had a dual diagnosis of asthma and COPD. All patients were currently prescribed at least one inhaler for maintenance therapy (ICS, LAMA, ICS/LABA, LABA/LAMA, or LABA) at the time of enrollment.

Physicians were eligible for participation in the study if they became medically qualified within the last 5–35 years and were responsible for the treatment of both patients with asthma and patients with COPD, with the exception of allergists, who treated only patients with asthma.

Variables

Outcome variables were recorded directly by the patient or physician, or were derived from the physician- or patient-completed record form (which included the COPD Assessment Test and the modified Medical Research Council breathlessness scale). Descriptive variables included age, gender, time since diagnosis, physician-perceived severity of respiratory disease, comorbidities, most recent FEV$_1$ (% predicted), and current treatment/device type. Patient preferences were measured according to perceived satisfaction with, and importance of, individual inhaler attributes. Physicians also provided information pertaining to their specialty, maintenance inhaler type preference, and inhaler prescribing practice.

Patient satisfaction and perceived importance of individual inhaler attributes

Patients indicated the three most important attributes in an inhaler from a predefined list of 12 attributes (detailed in Figure 1). For each of the 12 inhaler-specific attributes, patients were then asked to rate their satisfaction on a scale of 1 (not at all satisfied) to 5 (extremely satisfied).

Statistical analyses

The use of the various inhaler devices (pMDI, bMDI, DPI, and SMI) was described in terms of the proportion of patients receiving each inhaler type. Physician-reported preference for inhaler device was described for the entire population, and was also stratified according to physician specialty (primary care physician [PCP], pulmonologist, or allergist [asthma-only]). Device attribute importance and satisfaction were determined using a five-point Likert scale. Disease groups were stratified as to whether or not “ease of use or suitability of inhaler device” was considered by the physician as a reason for the prescribing decision and a univariate test (Mann–Whitney) was used to determine whether the difference between the “yes” and “no” groups was statistically significant. All analyses were performed using Stata 13.1 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA; 2013).

![Figure 1](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Figure 1** Inhaler attributes as reported by patients by diagnosis (extremely satisfied).

Abbreviation: ACOS, asthma–COPD overlap syndrome.
Ethics approval and consent to participate

The DSP was conducted as a survey adhering to market research guidelines and codes of conduct according to the International Chamber of Commerce-European Society for Opinion and Marketing Research international code on observational research. Therefore, ethics approval was not necessary to obtain and was not sought. Patients provided informed consent to participate in the survey via a tick box on the front of the patient self-completion questionnaire.

Results

Study population

The 1,205 participating physicians included 449 PCPs, 646 pulmonologists, and 110 allergists. Of the total patient sample from the respiratory DSP survey who had data collected within the observation period, 7,305 patients were eligible for inclusion in the study population (asthma, n=3,736; COPD, n=3,326; ACOS, n=243). Most of these patients suffered from comorbidities; no comorbidities were reported for 26.4%, 19.3%, and 11.4% of patients with asthma, COPD, and ACOS, respectively. The most frequently reported comorbidities overall were hypertension, allergic rhinitis, elevated cholesterol, anxiety, gastroesophageal reflux disease, and diabetes (Table S1). The mean (95% CI) numbers of concomitant daily medications that were prescribed were 1.6 (1.5, 1.7), 3.4 (3.3, 3.5), and 4.3 (3.8, 4.7) for patients with asthma, COPD, and ACOS, respectively.

Current pattern of inhaled maintenance therapy

Globally, a DPI was the most commonly used inhaler for maintenance therapy, prescribed to 62.8%, 88.5%, and 84.0% of patients with asthma, COPD, and ACOS, respectively (Table 1). DPIs were also the most commonly prescribed inhaler type in each of the countries included in the survey (Table S2). MDIs were the next most commonly used maintenance device and among patients with asthma, approximately one-third (35.3%) of prescribed devices were MDIs, with slightly lower proportions among patients with COPD and ACOS (18.9% and 27.2%, respectively; Table 1). The proportions of patients using an SMI and baMDIs were much lower across all groups (Table 1).

Physician device preferences

Roughly one-third of physicians stated no preference for maintenance device when prescribing treatment, regardless of respiratory condition (Figure 2). Similarly, the device preferences of pulmonologists and PCPs were consistent across all three respiratory conditions. In asthma management, the preferences of allergists were more closely aligned with those of PCPs than with pulmonologists (Figure 2).

| Table 1 | Type of inhaler prescribed for maintenance therapy by respiratory condition |
|---------|-----------------------------|-----------------|------------------|
|         | Asthma, % (n) | COPD, % (n) | ACOS, % (n)    |
| Number of inhaled maintenance medications |          |               |                 |
| Mean (95% CI) | 1.1 (1.1, 1.1) | 1.5 (1.5, 1.6) | 1.5 (1.5, 1.6) |
| Drug device type – patient level (multi-response) | 62.8 (2,346) | 88.5 (2,943) | 84.0 (204) |
| DPI | 35.3 (1,320) | 18.9 (628) | 27.2 (66) |
| SMI | 0.4 (15) | 4.4 (145) | 3.3 (8) |
| baMDI | 1.5 (56) | 0.9 (29) | 1.2 (3) |
| Unknown device | 4.5 (167) | 4.7 (155) | 7 (17) |
| Total | 104.5 (3,904) | 117.3 (3,900) | 122.6 (298) |

Note: *Total >100% as some patients used more than one inhaler type for maintenance therapy.

Abbreviations: ACOS, asthma–COPD overlap syndrome; baMDI, breath-actuated metered dose inhaler; DPI, dry powder inhaler; MDI, metered dose inhaler; SMI, soft mist inhaler.

Patient device satisfaction

From the patients’ perspective, “instructions are simple and easy to follow” was the inhaler attribute considered the most important across indications (Table 2 and Table S3). While the relative importance of device attributes differed, the robustness of the inhaler, its ease of handling, and transportability were consistently rated as important (Table 2). Less than one-third of patients reported being extremely satisfied with any single attribute of their device (Figure 1). Across indications, the highest relative dissatisfaction was reported for the attributes “inhaler locking when empty”, “being able to reuse the inhaler for more than one month”, and “feedback on whether the dose has been inhaled correctly” (see Figure S1). Other secondary areas of dissatisfaction included irritation in the mouth and throat, inability to see how many doses are left, and having to breathe in while simultaneously pressing the inhaler, or breathing hard to inhale the medicine (see Figure S1). The proportions of patients satisfied or dissatisfied with specific attributes were generally consistent across indications, with the exception of the need to load the inhaler before use, for which the satisfaction rates were lowest for patients with COPD (Figures 1 and S1).

Physician’s prescribing decision

From the perspective of the physician, “ease of use/suitability of inhaler device” formed the basis of the prescribing decision for approximately one-third of patients across indications. Increases in patient age (in asthma and COPD; P<0.01) and...
disease severity (in COPD; \( P < 0.001 \)) played a significant role in consideration of device type when making a prescribing decision (Table 3). The time elapsed since diagnosis also had a significant effect on the likelihood of prescribing an inhaler for these criteria \( (P < 0.0001 \text{ and } P < 0.05 \text{ for asthma and COPD, respectively}) \). Patients with asthma or COPD had been diagnosed for significantly longer where the physician selected “ease of use/suitability of inhaler device” as a reason for the prescribing choice (Table 3).

For patients with COPD, higher impact of symptoms (assessed using the COPD Assessment Test and the modified Medical Research Council dyspnea scale) was also associated with “ease of use/suitability of inhaler device” forming part of the prescribing decision \( (P < 0.05; \text{Table 3}) \). However, post-bronchodilator FEV\(_1\) was not associated with the physician’s decision to prescribe a device based on ease of use/suitability \( (P = 0.406) \).

“Ease of use/suitability of inhaler device” was associated with a reason for prescribing in both asthma and COPD for patients with one or more comorbidities \( (P < 0.0001 \text{ in each case}; \text{see Table S4}) \). Conversely, for patients with no comorbidities, “ease of use/suitability of inhaler device” was associated with “not” being a reason for prescribing in asthma and COPD \( (P < 0.0001; \text{COPD } P < 0.005; \text{see Table S4}) \). In terms of the current device type being associated with the likelihood of a physician selecting “ease of use/suitability of inhaler device” as a reason for prescribing choice for patients with COPD, no significant difference was found except for the SMI \( (P = 0.1278, P = 0.5214, \text{ and } P = 0.0672 \text{ for the MDI, baMDI, and DPI, respectively}; \text{SMI } P = 0.0202; \text{see Table S5}) \).

**Discussion**

This study investigated the prescribing patterns for inhaled maintenance medications among patients with asthma

| Table 2 Top five inhaler attributes as reported by patients by condition |
|---------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Asthma, % (n) [rank] | COPD, % (n) [rank] | ACOS, % (n) [rank] |
| The instructions are simple and easy to follow | 54.6 (808) [1st] | 60.9 (393) [1st] | 52.6 (20) [1st] |
| It is built to last and will not break easily | 27.5 (407) [5th] | 34.7 (224) [2nd] | 29.0 (11) [2nd] |
| Easy to hold and carry around with me | 33.3 (493) [2nd] | 29.2 (188) [4th] | 23.7 (9) [3rd] |
| No need for me to put the medicine into the inhaler before I use it | 31.4 (465) [3rd] | 25.3 (163) [5th] | [Not in top 5] |
| I do not need to breathe in hard to inhale my medicine | [Not in top 5] | [Not in top 5] | 23.7 (9) [3rd] |
| I get the same amount of medicine delivered to my lungs each time | 28.2 (417) [4th] | 29.3 (189) [3rd] | [Not in top 5] |
| It tells me how many doses of my medicine I have left | [Not in top 5] | [Not in top 5] | 21.1 (8) [5th] |

**Abbreviation:** ACOS, asthma–COPD overlap syndrome.
and/or COPD, with particular emphasis on the impact of device type, patient and clinical characteristics, and patient and physician preferences on the choice of inhaler device.

The most commonly prescribed maintenance inhaler device type was a DPI, with this trend most pronounced for patients with COPD. This may have been due, in part, to the wide global availability of DPI maintenance products compared with products for MDIs. The leading LAMA, tiotropium, has, for example, been primarily available in a single-dose DPI to date. The comparatively low numbers of SMIs and baMDIs currently prescribed to patients reflect the fact that they are less widely available and, in the case of an SMI, not approved in all markets.

At the first glance, these observations appear inconsistent with findings from a retrospective evaluation of inhaler sales in Europe between 2002 and 2008, using data from the IMS sales database, in which pMDIs accounted for 47.5% of the total sales (DPIs and nebulizers taking 39.5% and 13% of the market, respectively). However, the retrospective evaluation included short-acting β-adrenergic and short-acting anti-muscarinic bronchodilators in the analysis, which are almost exclusively prescribed in an MDI, whereas this study excluded the inhaler type for short-acting bronchodilators. While the pMDI was the most frequently prescribed inhaler for bronchodilators, sales of DPIs and pMDIs were similar for ICSs. DPI sales were higher in the case of inhalers with a combined long-acting β-agonist and corticosteroid. Overall, the high variability in inhaler prescription between European countries was ascribed not only to differences in health policy, costs, and reimbursement, but also to prescriber and patient preference.

Table 3 Effect of patient characteristics by whether suitability of inhaler is a reason for physician choice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ease of use/suitability of inhaler device is</th>
<th>P-value between groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOT a reason for choice</td>
<td>A reason for choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma</td>
<td>n=1,939</td>
<td>n=1,014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient age, mean (95% CI)</td>
<td>42.4 (41.7, 43.2)</td>
<td>44.4 (43.3, 45.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months since diagnosis, mean (95% CI)</td>
<td>82 (76.8, 87.0)</td>
<td>102.5 (94.0, 111.1) *&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Current physician-reported severity of patients’ asthma, %  
  Intermittent | 25.2 | 26.4 |
| Mild persistent | 40.9 | 38.1 |
| Moderate persistent | 29.0 | 31.3 | 0.9579 |
| Severe persistent | 4.9 | 4.2 |
| COPD                  | n=1,861 | n=911 |
| Patient age, mean (95% CI) | 65.4 (64.9, 65.9) | 66.5 (65.8, 67.1) | 0.0068 |
| Months since diagnosis, mean (95% CI) | 59.8 (56.7, 62.9) | 66.5 (61.6, 71.5) | 0.0252 |
| Current physician-reported severity of patients’ COPD, %  
  Mild | 17.8 | 15.2 |
| Moderate | 54.6 | 49.2 | 0.0002 |
| Severe | 20.2 | 27.3 |
| Very severe | 7.5 | 8.3 |
| CAT score, mean (95% CI) | 20.1 (19.5, 20.6) | 21.3 (20.5, 22.1) | 0.0147 |
| mMRC dyspnea scale, %  
  0 | 22.0 | 18.9 |
| 1 | 40.0 | 36.6 |
| 2 | 20.8 | 24.5 | 0.0341 |
| 3 | 11.8 | 14.6 |
| 4 | 5.3 | 5.4 |
| Post-bronchodilator FEV₁, % predicted (95% CI) | 62.1 (61.0, 63.3) | 61.1 (59.3, 62.9) | 0.406 |
| ACOS                 | n=121 | n=61 |
| Patient age, mean (95% CI) | 64.4 (62.6, 66.2) | 65.9 (62.9, 68.9) | 0.2686 |
| Months since diagnosis, mean (95% CI) | 70.3 (53.9, 86.8) | 72.0 (54.4, 89.6) | 0.2807 |
| Current physician-reported severity of patients’ ACOS, %  
  Mild | 15.7 | 15.3 |
| Moderate | 52.1 | 55.9 |
| Severe | 27.3 | 23.7 | 0.777 |
| Very severe | 5.0 | 5.1 |

Notes: \*n=1,938, 1,013; \*\*n=1,608, 838; \*\*\*n=1,909, 1,005; \*\*\*\*n=1,399, 770; \*\*\*\*n=841, 434; \*\*\*\*\*n=862, 424; \*\*\*\*\*\*n=831, 399; \*\*\*\*\*\*\*n=96, 57.

Abbreviations: ACOS, asthma–COPD overlap syndrome; CAT, COPD assessment test; FEV₁, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; mMRC, modified Medical Research Council.
Physician preferences and prescribing decisions

In our study, around two-thirds of physicians stated a preference for inhaler type. Given that physicians were unlikely to prescribe the same medication in two different types of inhaler, it could be that inhaler choice was reflective of underlying prescribing habits rather than a conscious, evidence-based decision. Within specialties, pulmonologists demonstrated some preference for DPIs across all indications compared with other inhaler types, while PCPs and allergists did not establish a consensus on a preferred device. These differences may reflect the type of patient most often encountered in clinical practice, with people seeking, or being referred to specialist care from, a pulmonologist tending to be more severely affected by their disease. Pulmonologists may prescribe more combination products, which are more readily available in DPIs. Despite the increasing number of inhalers available, one-third of physicians stated no current preference for the type of inhaler they prescribe.

Given that medication and inhaler are so often inherently linked, it can be difficult to determine whether the inhaler type truly forms an integral part of the prescribing decision. Examination of physician-reported feedback revealed that the inhaler type influenced prescribing choice for around one-third of patients across indications. The association between increasing age and disease severity (in COPD-only) and the inhaler attribute “ease of use/suitability” is perhaps reflective of the awareness by physicians of the unique physical challenges faced by these patients. Older patients are more likely to have comorbidities as they are more prone to arthritis and general muscle weakness, as well as deficits in vision and cognition, which may limit the viability of certain inhaler types. Here, an inverse association was observed between comorbidities and “ease of use/suitability”, meaning that “ease of use/suitability” was less likely to influence prescribing decisions in patients with no comorbidities than in those with comorbidities.

The link between lung function parameters (FEV₁ and forced vital capacity) and a patient’s inhalation capacity means that inhalation efficiency is likely to be impaired in severe cases of COPD in which lung function is more heavily compromised. Suboptimal peak inspiratory flow rates have been reported in ~20% of patients with advanced COPD >60 years of age using a DPI. If the physician is cognizant of this association, they may be more likely to prescribe a pMDI or an SMI, devices that are not reliant on flow rate for optimal delivery of medication. Younger children are also more likely to have reduced inspiratory flow than adults, so may not be able to actuate DPIs. This may, in part, explain the greater prescribing levels for pMDIs versus DPIs in patients with asthma (includes patients >12 years), compared with patients with COPD (includes patients >40 years). The absence of an association between asthma severity and prescribing based on the ease of use of inhaler device is perhaps reflective of the limited availability of medications in a range of delivery devices.

Our finding that the ease of use/suitability as a reason for choosing a particular inhaler is linked to time since diagnosis suggests that physicians are prioritizing these device attributes for those patients who have been diagnosed for longer. If a patient is comfortable using an inhaler and is experiencing clinical benefit, they may be reluctant to switch to alternative devices that are less familiar. Non-consensual switching of inhaler device can result in patient discontent, reduced confidence in the medication, and uncertainty regarding the degree of disease control. Furthermore, when a patient is non-consensually switched to a new device, they may be more likely to show poor inhalation technique, unless adequate training is provided. Physicians are more likely to prioritize other device attributes in more recently diagnosed patients who will not have yet settled into a therapeutic routine and may be more open to change or experimentation.

Patient preference and satisfaction

From the perspective of the patient, the simplicity of the inhaler operating instructions was the attribute of greatest importance across all indications. This finding is consistent with an online survey of patients with COPD and health care professionals, in which ease of use was cited as an important attribute by patients and physicians alike, and it highlights the importance of providing patients with simple and easy-to-follow instructions for their device. Studies comparing single-dose and multi-dose DPIs found that patients were more satisfied with, and preferred, multi-dose devices compared to single-dose devices. In our study, patient prioritization of other inhaler attributes differed according to respiratory condition, with patients with asthma ranking convenience highly (portability and minimal preparation of dose), in contrast to patients with COPD who favored robustness of the inhaler and reliability and reproducibility of dose. Differences between inhaler attribute preferences of patients with COPD and patients with asthma were also noted in a study of 294 patients, wherein those with asthma most valued fewer dose preparation steps, while patients with COPD most valued an inhaler that could be used during episodes of breathing difficulties. It is important to recognize
the perhaps subtle differences between what patients with asthma and COPD are looking for in an inhaler device.

There was a broad range in the level of satisfaction that patients reported with their inhaler device, with each attribute associated with high and low levels of satisfaction. Typically, patients reported low satisfaction with the feedback mechanism on their inhaler that indicated correct inhalation of medication, and reported irritation of the mouth as an adverse event. Both of these characteristics can be indicative of suboptimal inhaler technique and may suggest that the patient has not been adequately trained in the correct use of the inhaler, emphasizing the importance of training patients to improve their inhalation technique. It is not clear if patients were dissatisfied with how the feedback mechanism indicated whether the inhalation was correct or not, or if patients were dissatisfied with its lack of availability on all devices. Although it has been reported that patients would prefer an inhaler that provided feedback on their performance after use, the feedback mechanism was not ranked as one of the five most important attributes in any patient group in this study.

From the published literature, key drivers of inhaler device preference include ergonomic design, mouthpiece fit, dose counter visibility, and ease of interpretation of the dose counter. Lack of dose counter on an inhaler was an issue raised by patients with asthma concerned about not having sufficient medication left in the device. These features link closely to the grievances reported in our study, given that a device that patients find comfortable and easy to use would help to improve inhaler technique. It should be recognized that while patients may have preferences for certain inhaler types or functions, they may not have access to them due to reimbursement restrictions operating in their locality. This may lead to a poorer outcome for the patient if the inhaler does not match their preferences and they consequently do not achieve optimal use.

Across patient populations, levels of satisfaction with individual inhaler attributes were broadly similar, with the exception of preloading of the inhaler prior to use. Patients with COPD showed the highest level of dissatisfaction for this feature, which may relate to the common use of single-dose DPIs in this patient group and ties in with the physician-reported preference for ease of use in patients with COPD who have advanced disease severity, as well as the fact that there are both single- and multi-dose DPIs available. If a patient is experiencing difficulties using their device, these are likely to be worsened by the need to reload the device before every use as is required with single-dose DPIs. Published studies reveal higher rates of patient satisfaction with multidose over single-dose inhalers and with some, but not all, reporting lower rates of critical inhaler error when using multidose devices. In particular, patients with asthma have been noted as valuing devices with a single dose preparation step compared to numerous steps. However, analysis of inhaler technique in patients with COPD and asthma has shown high rates of inhaler error, regardless of whether a preferred inhaler was being used or not, or whether the patient was satisfied with their inhaler. This emphasizes the importance of correct instruction from the prescribing physician. Previous studies have shown that provision of training can improve competence in inhaler use in patients, with different types of training leading to different levels of improvement. Patients who received training as part of a group were less likely to make errors, with 97% of these patients showing good inhalation technique 6 months after training had been delivered.

The importance of patient satisfaction with an inhaler device should not be underestimated. In COPD, patient satisfaction with inhaler characteristics is rated more highly than factors such as complexity of medication regimen and severity of symptoms, and is inextricably linked to overall medication adherence or compliance. Patient compliance plays a key role in maximizing the efficacy of the medication regimen. Failing to understand the correct use of an inhaler represents a common form of unintentional noncompliance on the part of the patient, which can negatively impact disease control. Patients need fewer attempts to learn how to correctly use device types requiring fewer maneuvers prior to actuation, suggesting that such devices are more likely to be used successfully, and that such devices are usually preferred by patients.

The relationship between satisfaction with inhaler and clinical efficacy may be more complex than it initially appears, with a lack of evidence available for a correlation between these factors. A systematic literature review of randomized controlled trials in COPD showed an apparent disconnect between patient satisfaction and improvement in clinical efficacy. It, therefore, appears that an individualized approach to device selection should be utilized with consideration to the patient’s ability to effectively use an inhaler. Further investigation within real-world treatment settings will help to more clearly delineate the role of the inhaler in treatment outcomes for respiratory conditions. Studies that show benefits to the patients, in addition to improving their satisfaction, will likely strengthen the appeal of these new devices to both patients and physicians alike.

Study limitations

There are some potential limitations associated with this study. While “ease of use” or “suitability” of the inhaler...
covers a number of device attributes, it may not cover all the attributes a physician considers important. As such, the impact of the inhaler as part of the prescribing decision process may be higher than reported here. It is also important to note that the list of inhaler attributes is not a validated one, although it has been developed by respiratory experts. Furthermore, patients could only rank attributes based on knowledge of inhaler types they currently or previously used, without experience of all available inhaler types. There is also a possibility that other attributes not assessed in the current study were of importance to patients and/or physicians. This study evaluated maintenance inhaler preference only, and a potential difference in preference between maintenance and reliever inhalers was not evaluated. This could be a further area to research in order to understand whether there are any differences in inhaler preference characteristics between maintenance and reliever inhalers. Additionally, inhaler devices are an area of increasing promotion by pharmaceutical companies with the introduction of several new devices since 2013. As the DSPs were conducted between 2010 and 2013, physician preferences could potentially have developed further since the conclusion of our studies; however, this would only affect physician preference and not the other analyses of importance and satisfaction.

Nevertheless, this study offers valuable insight into both physician- and patient-led preferences that could be used to inform the development of next-generation inhaler devices for respiratory disease.

**Conclusion**

A high proportion of physicians had no preference for the inhaler type, irrespective of the disease state, and when preferences were stated, there was no clear consensus on a particular device type. For patients, the most important attribute of an inhaler was that its instructions were easy and simple to follow. Physicians appeared to be placing most importance on ease of use and suitability of device type when selecting inhalers for older patients and those with more severe disease, particularly in COPD. Given that patients and physicians value ease of use and suitability of device to patient needs (both subjective measures), it is important that a variety of device types are available for all classes of maintenance therapy.
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